A novel nanolayer biosensor principle.
A method for eliminating the mass transport limitation on biosensor surfaces is introduced. The measurement of macromolecular binding kinetics on plane surfaces is the key objective of many evanescent wave (e.g. total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF)), and surface plasmon resonance (SPR) based biosensor systems, allowing the determination of binding constants within minutes or hours. However, these methods are limited in not being rigorously applicable to large macromolecules like proteins or DNA, since the on-rates are transport limited due to a Nernst diffusion layer of 5-10 microm thickness. Thus, for the binding of fibrinogen (340 kDa) to a surface current SPR biosensors will show a mass transport coefficient of ca. 2 x 10(-6) m/s. In a novel approach with an immiscible fluid vesicle (e.g. air bubble), it has been possible to generate nanoscopic fluid films of ca. 200 nm thickness on the sensor surface of an interfacial TIRF rheometer system. The thickness of the liquid film can be can be easily probed and measured by evanescent wave technology. This nanofilm technique increases the mass transport coefficient for fibrinogen to ca. 1 x 10(-4) m/s eliminating the mass transport limitation, making the binding rates reaction-rate limited. From the resulting exponential kinetic functions, lasting only 20-30s, the kinetic constants for the binding reaction can easily be extracted and the binding constants calculated. As a possible mechanism for the air bubble effect it is suggested that the aqueous fluid flow in the rheometer cell is separated by the air bubble below the level of the Nernst boundary layer into two independent laminar fluid flows of differing velocity: (i) a slow to stationary nanostream ca. 200 nm thick strongly adhering to the surface; and (ii) the bulk fluid streaming over it at a much higher rate in the wake of the air bubble. Surprising properties of the nanofluidic film are: (i) its long persistence for at least 30-60s after the air bubble has passed (2.5s); and (ii) the absence of solute depletion. It is suggested that a new liquid-liquid interface (i.e. a "vortex sheet") between the two fluid flows plays a decisive role, lending metastability to the nanofluidic film and replenishing its protein concentration via the vortices-thus upholding exponential binding kinetics. Finally, the system relaxes via turbulent reattachment of the two fluid flows to the original velocity profile. It is concluded that this technique opens a fundamentally novel approach to the construction of macromolecular biosensors.